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Abstract — In next generation of smart computing environment, myriads of networked resources are pervasive and embedded into everyday consumer products and appliances. Still, most controller systems provide separate control user interfaces for different uses when users inevitably face an increased number of interfaces for control and interaction tasks in such environment. To simplify burdens of user and reduce complexities in control tasks, we propose a universal appliance controller based on mobile device with two selective interaction modes. First mode is a network scanning-based indirect interaction mode which provides fast and reliable connection to the appliances with specific filters in the networked environment. Second mode is a camera-based direct interaction mode which provides an intuitive interface as an input device. These two modes are interchangeable for different tasks and according to user’s preference. Moreover, control user interface is personalized with preference described in user profile to reflect the user of the system better. To verify usefulness of our approach, we present a prototype in a smart home test bed. Through an initial user study, we demonstrate usability of our prototype along a set of mobile interaction tasks. Moreover, we note usability issues, limitations of our work and analyze the participants’ feedback.

Index Terms — universal controller, service discovery, mobile interaction, camera-based interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the future computing environment, an increased number of electronic appliances and devices provide various useful services to users as in cases of ubiquitous computing and context-aware computing. However the increasing number of interaction frequency in these environment burdens end-users who need to learn and get familiarized with different interfaces to use them. The learning burdens get heavier as we advance toward an environment like smart home with a large number of next generation consumer products and appliances. In this setting, end-users need a better and novel way to survive in the information and device-flooding era.

Recently, use of mobile device is encouraged as an interaction device [1]. Many users carry and access an increased number of mobile electronic devices in daily basis. Especially mobile phones have gained so much popularity to be a major communication device for many people around the globe. Mobile phone sales already topped 800 million in 2005 [2], and specifically camera phone sales is expected to reach 900 million by 2009 [3]. Moreover, today’s phone and smart phones boast increased computational power, large touch screen and wireless connectivity as well as high resolution digital camera. As Mark Weiser envisioned, “the most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it [4].” Such technology development can be found in mobile devices which have become a widely deployed and prevalent interaction device.

In this paper we present a prototype for a universal appliance controller based on mobile device. The prototype provides two interaction modes which can be operated separately or interchangeably to increase the use of the system along different domains and user preferences. Both interaction modes are implemented in mobile device platform to better use today’s technology and take advantage of user’s knowledge in familiarity of the deployed technology. The contributions of this paper are:

- Network scanning-based service discovery and list generation for indirect interaction mode are provided as a contextual background filtering process without taking user’s attention
- Camera-based “take-a-picture” metaphor for direct interaction mode exploits intuitive and familiar technology to serve as an input method
- Personalization based on user preference reflects user-specific information onto control user interface generation and presentation

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related works in controllers for consumer electronics and appliances. Section 3 explains our proposed design principles for building an appliance controller. Section 4 presents a prototype of the proposed controller. In section 5, we evaluate the performance of the prototype and analyze the findings. Section 6 concludes the paper by discussing the future works.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been several different approaches in controlling consumer products and appliances in many literatures.
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Most works have focused on home networking infrastructure and interoperable platforms for establishing connection between user and the environment. SOAP-based smart home system is presented in [5] where Web Service is used to control each appliance. In [6], they investigated into extending UPnP-enabled home networks to support broader ranges for media streaming. Lo and his colleagues presented a mobile device based system to control digital TV by sending commands over IP network in [7]. Cabrér et al. described a smart home controller system that bridges OSGi (Open Service Gateway Initiative) and MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) [8]. Nikolaidis et al. presented a system that automatically configures consumer electronic devices with existing Internet standards for controlling and interacting with devices [9].

The advantage of using IP networks in the system is that the complex process of the system can be hidden from users. But on the other hand, when these systems are applied to controlling tasks and controller system, users consider IP-based scanning method more technically complex due to its indirectness [10].

Other works focus on configuring user interface for controlling and interacting with devices. Komine et al. designed a user interface and evaluated with two major components, functionality and appearance. In their work, they found different user impressions in these components between prototype user interface and commercial one [11]. Verhoeven and Dees defined services with an abstract user interface description written in XML [12]. Sathyam and Ramakrishnan presented self-contained and brand-independent universal remote control based on IR code generator [13]. Lee and Wang’s work personalized and automated channel selection for multimedia services through user preferences and feedback [14]. Chong et al. discussed user interface design requirements for mobile devices and designed a simplified single-layered touch screen based user interface [15].

From the related work on user interface, we observe that system features such as functions and presentation of the system are configured through a written description while maintaining simple and intuitive form.

The last set of work focus on alternative control modality. Several works explore speech modality in controller system, such as Yuksekkaya’s work [16] for controlling home automation system and Zeng’s work [17] to address speech recognizer for activating wireless home devices. However the accuracy dependency of the verbal data set and different users make it unfavorable modality for controller system which solely depends on user commands as the only input.

III. DESIGN OF APPLIANCE CONTROLLER

To design and implement an effective and useful controller system for the future computing environment, we surveyed on typical mobile systems that interact with services and devices in the ubiquitous computing environment in our earlier work [18]. From this work and observations based on recent related works, we propose three common functional requirements (service discovery, service selection and personalization) which are essential in mobile systems. We adopt these three requirements to shape system architecture for our appliance controller.

A. Service discovery

Service discovery is a mechanism to notify users what kind of services is available and what kind of functions they can offer. Also it is a process of making invisible and logical services into visible and tangible services. Even though people have good ideas on what a consumer product is capable of, the same process of mapping for computer systems is quite complicated. There are several well-known approaches to discover services in the environment. Notable ones include methods that use service discovery protocols such as UPnP [19], Jini [20] and Bluetooth to search and scan the network in the vicinity of user. To use service discovery protocols, wireless network connection is needed for discovery service in the mobile environment.

Fig. 1 shows the contextual network service discovery process. First, the system captures network messages or service announcements in the network. Then these messages are internally processed and parsed to produce a service ID or URL where the information about the discovered service is accessed. In this step, a filtering mechanism is used to contextually filter out unnecessary or unwanted services.

Another popular method is pointing or tag-based methods, which is prevalent in traditional remote controller and recent tags, barcode, visual tags, and NFC (Near-Field Communication) [21] systems respectively. This method requires readers on user’s mobile device which reads data from the tagged objects. Table I summarizes three common service discovery methods. For our system prototype, we adopt service discovery methods known as network scanning and tag-based method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICE DISCOVERY METHODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Scanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Service selection

Service selection is a process of explicitly or implicitly focusing into a target service. Service selection is a natural next step from service discovery and has a little overlapping area with service discovery. There are 3 categories of selection type by where the selection is made and by different levels of user intervention as shown in Fig. 2.
First level is automated selection level where the selection is made by the system and little or no user intervention is allowed. This level is suitable for systems that do not require high accuracy, since the decision by the system can be ambiguous and incorrect. Second level is semi-automated selection where the selection is initiated by the system and confirmed by the user. This level is useful since the initial decision can narrow down the possible selections for users, then the user can proof check for final decision. Fig. 3 shows semi-automated service selection where contextual information is used to make a recommendation which still needs a confirmation from users.

Third level is manual selection where all selection is made by users explicitly. Second and third levels of selection are useful for critical systems that produce irreversible or high cost results. Nonetheless, more user intervention is required for these levels which can be burden and cumbersome for end-users. In our controller system prototype, we make it highly user-interactive by providing manual selection as well as situated semi-automated selection.

C. Personalization

Personalization is a specialized subset of user to service interaction. User to service interaction is characterized by a typical scenario of user controlling or accessing a service. Personalization for user to service interaction plays a role in making the target service personal to each user by gathering user-information during interaction phase [22]. There are two facets in personalization, user interface level and functional level. In user interface level, the appearance and structure of user interface are changed according to user preference described in each user profile. On one hand, user interface personalization personalizes the presentation displayed to user. On the other hand, functional personalization selects highly relevant functions to user in given situation. In our prototype, we provide both levels of personalization by using user profile information.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe implementation of our appliance controller prototype and our approach toward three aforementioned design requirements.

A. Platform and Basic Framework

We use a mobile device as a basic platform and computational device. Recent mobile devices such as mobile computers come with wireless network connectivity which makes it a good networking application platform for mobile applications. A modest computational power is also required for the mobile device to support user interface generation, image processing and networking. We especially use a built-in camera of mobile device as an additional sensor to capture visual information from the environment. Even though wireless network provides general connection to appliances, we combine camera into our system to support various scenarios and patterns for extended uses. A small mobile device can be hand-held and light enough so that users can hold the device with one hand. The screen of many mobile devices is a touch screen which is an intuitive and easily accessible input device for general users.

Our approach builds upon a mobile device that satisfies computational power, network connectivity, weight, and input mode requirements. On top of this device, Unified Context-aware Application Model for ubiquitous computing (ubi-UCAM) [23] and Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) are used as middleware to define smart objects and appliances. ubi-UCAM supports communication with context in each application such as smart TV, smart light and smart table where UPnP protocols are used for service discovery.

For appliances in the environment, these appliances are implemented with ubi-UCAM and have its own conditions and actions called service conditional context (SCC). Manual control of these appliances overrides its predefined conditions and reacts upon user’s explicit commands. Service discovery block contains modules for discovering networked services and interpreting its data description.

Service selection block contains two separate sub blocks for two interaction modes, network scanning mode and camera-based mode. Network scanning mode performs its operation in the background and filters out unnecessary services. Camera-based mode is executed with a user’s explicit intention for selection and input operation.

Personalization block contains two sub modules for user interface presentation and functional presentation. Also the framework holds three dedicated databases. User profile is stored and used in personalization. Service and marker databases are used for network scanning based mode and camera-based mode for recognition respectively. Fig. 4 shows the basic framework of our prototype.
B. Service Discovery

In our prototype, we use service discovery protocol UPnP where user's mobile device acts as an UPnP control point and appliances in the environment are implemented as UPnP services. However, UPnP itself does not support the use of context; therefore we concurrently use it with our context-aware application framework, ubi-UCAM to utilize contextual information in both UPnP service and UPnP control point.

Once the controller system is executed, it searches for new devices and services in the environment. When a new device or service is discovered, its information is saved onto the service database which is accessed for service control. Depending on the prefix of the discovered device name, the device either represents user’s mobile device or appliances in the environment. This information is later used to visualize discovered services as well as users in the vicinity. First conditional check in Algorithm 1 manages and calls appropriate function for user and service categories.

As inputs for network service discovery, network messages and service announcements are received by the mobile device. These messages are essentially description of device and service which are interpreted to identify a service in the message. To reduce a number of unwanted discovered services, a service filter is used to check against the discovered services. A service filter is a set of allowed UPnP device and service names which is compared in real time when a new service is detected. Starting from line 10 in Algorithm 1 describes filtering mechanism in the prototype. Then as a filtered output, an identifier or service data structure is generated. The service discovery process is executed in the background and does not require user’s participation. Instead, user will find discovered services as icon buttons or tab menu items generated automatically. Additional menus are created and removed when the services are disabled or stopped.

C. Service Selection

In our controller prototype, we implemented semi-automated selection and manual selection. We avoided automated selection, since automated service execution has a high cost to revert its effect. Rather we implemented semi-automated selection. Context-aware services such as ubiTV [24] provide recommendation based on user's location, profile and preference. The system generated recommendation is displayed in a public display as well as user's mobile device through personalization. Then the selection is confirmed by users through their mobile devices. The detailed interaction mechanism and flows are described in [25].

In manual selection, users can use two interaction modes. First mode is network scanning based selection. In this mode, user selects an item from the generated menu in Fig. 5. When the menu is selected, the associated command is transferred to the target appliance. However, this method is problematic with a large number of services. Since new tab menus are generated for additional services, the tab menu gets long and the user needs to scroll sideways to find the target service. We remedy this problem by introduction the second interaction mode.

---

**Fig. 4. Basic framework for controller prototype.**

**Algorithm 1. Categorical Service Discovery**

- **Input:** A discovered UPnPDevice D;
- **Outcome:** If the name of D has prefix "User", User_List is searched for filtering otherwise Service_List filtering is applied.

1. if (NameHasPrefix(D) == TRUE) then
2. if (CheckUserList(D, User_List) == TRUE) then
3. ListAddUser(D); // user is added
4. Num_of_user++; // increase # of discovered users
5. else
6. Ignore D; // discarded
7. end if
8. else
9. if (NameHasPrefix(D) == FALSE) then
10. if (CheckServiceList(D, Service_List) == TRUE) then
11. ListAddService(D); // service is added
12. Num_of_Service++; // increase # of services
13. GenerateTabMenu(D); // tab menu is generated
14. else
15. Ignore D; // discarded
16. end if
17. end if

---

**Fig. 5. List generated from network scanning.**

---
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Second mode is direct and camera-based "take-a-picture" approach. When using camera-based approach, a user explicitly takes a picture of a target appliance or a representative visual marker as shown in Fig. 6. As depicted, the user is taking a picture of switch of the light as an entry point visual marker for accessing and acquiring control user interface for the light appliance.

Then the captured image is converted to binary image for labeling regions and detecting the visual marker in the input image with the patterns in the database. When the correct pattern is found from the image, the associated service or appliance ID is returned. From this appliance ID, appropriate control user interface is generated.

D. Personalization

As discussed earlier in section 3, we implemented two levels of personalization, user interface personalization and functional personalization. For both levels of personalization, we use personal profile stored on user's mobile device. User’s profile is stored locally on mobile device which is read when the controller application is launched. The profile is named “userdata.ini” and follows the schema description,

\[
\text{Schema: User ID|UI Preferences|Functional Preferences}
\]

\[
\text{Ex) Father|Blue|News|Sports|Information|Leisure}
\]

User ID is specified at the beginning of the profile, followed by a set of user interface preference and functional preferences. The specified example describes user preference on blue colored user interface and favored TV service channels. The personalization process checks user ID then matches user interface preferences with color, fonts, and menu style values. Also functional preferences of each appliance, which is specified by a single line and delimiters, are checked first when user interface is generated. Examples of functional personalization include filtering functions and contents or ordering them according to user preference.

The presentation of user interface layout is divided into two areas as depicted in Fig. 6. Camera view area and control panel area are statically fixed regardless of selected services for keeping consistency in the controller. User interface personalization changes colors used in the layout, fonts in text labels and menu styles. Functional personalization changes list items in the control panel to reflect user’s preference described in user profile. The profile used for personalization is updated as user history is accumulated over duration of time and reflected on the appearance of the generated user interface.

E. Applications

First application is controlling navigation system. Typically, a user interacts with services by means of triggering, invoking, querying and controlling. Fig. 7 shows a user using our prototype as a directional input device to navigate the virtual world by physically moving and tilting the mobile device respect to the displayed grids. Through camera-based selection mechanism, the visual marker on the display is identified. Then the user can place the visual marker onto grids in mobile device screen which are marked with four directions.

Second application supports multi-user scenario when there is conflict between users. In multi-users scenario, our controller is used to notify users for preference difference in the same service area. If a user's interest conflicts with another user, a context-aware system starts mediation to reach a common service to both users. In a conflict situation, personal mobile device is used as a display for each user to notify conflicts and as an input device to express each user's selection [25]. Another use for our controller in multi-user scenario is that it can be used to hand-over control access [26]. Fig. 8 shows two users in mediation where TV control is being handed over from user A to user B.
Through user’s mobile screen, TV channels that interest both users are recommended. Then the user with a higher priority or control right can keep the control access or yield and hand-over control access to other user involved in the conflict situation. When the control is handed over to user B, a visual cue representing an entry point to the service is displayed on TV which can be captured by the user to gain the appropriate control interface.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we show quantitative and qualitative experiment results of our prototype in ubiHome [24], a smart home test bed.

A. Experiment Setting

For the main controller system, mobile device with 1.2GHz CPU and 512MB memory is used. Also its internal camera and wireless network are used to take a picture and scan the network for service discovery.

For testing and evaluation purposes, we have implemented several appliances based on ubi-UCAM and UPnP which include smart TV, smart table, smart window and smart light. Smart appliances are connected by wired network in the same room. Fig. 9 shows implemented appliances in our smart home test bed. Smart appliances are categorized into appliances with screen and appliances without screen. Appliances with screen have screen-embedded visual markers [27]. These markers are hidden when the appliances are off or in stand-by mode, but made available when the user is in the vicinity of the appliance by verifying the location of user. Appliances without screen have physically embedded markers where a visual cue is embedded into a physical form factor of the appliance.

B. Quantitative Results

First we measured the service discovery performance of our prototype which needs to be operated in real-time for controller application. To measure service discovery time, we implemented a logging feature to mark the start of the first discovered service and also mark the end of the last service added. The total time is then measured. Fig. 10 shows the code used for this experiment with a log that shows the time it took to discover each service. In the smart home test bed, we ran 3 separate servers for simulating and hosting the implemented appliances. We varied the number of deployed services from 1 to 10 which is a reasonable number of services in the room-level networked home environment. We measured 20 times each and calculated the average performance.

Fig. 10. Code snippet and a log for service discovery measurement.

Fig. 11 shows the service discovery performance of our prototype measured in milliseconds. As the number of deployed services in the smart home increases, the total time to discover all services also increases. But from our work, all 10 services are discovered in under 2 seconds, which is reasonable real time. The discovery time difference between 5 services and 10 services is minimal. Therefore we did not test with a service number greater than 10, this pattern holds as more services are incrementally added and removed in the environment. Practically, this background process can be operated in real time with greater number of services as well.
C. Qualitative Results

For qualitative measure and user perception, we ran a small user study to gain insights in selection and interaction with our system. 6 participants between the age of 25 and 28 were recruited (2 females, 4 males). We gave participants four tasks to complete using the controller system. The tasks were designed to see how each participant would perform using both network scanning-based and camera-based “take-a-picture” method. In each task, users were asked to control TV and lights service for a series of commands. Two rounds of four tasks were given to participants, to see how they performed after they have used the controller system. After two rounds of tasks were finished, we gave out participants a short questionnaire. To compare how fast our participants completed given tasks, we first measured time for a trained person to complete each task. This was labeled as baseline in our data. Completion time was measured by the experimenter with a stopwatch who announced the start of task and confirmed the completion of the task.

![Fig. 12. Average task completion time.](image)

Fig. 12 shows average task completion times for 4 tasks. We observed that participants completed the tasks as fast as the trained expert in their second attempt. For task 1, the average of 5.59 seconds is reduced in 2nd attempts, which is about 41% faster than the first attempt. Similarly, the average of 5.17 seconds (35%) for task 2, the average of 2.28 seconds (34%) for task 3, and the average of 3.32 seconds (40%) for task 4 are reduced in 2nd attempts. This indicates that our prototype was quite easy and intuitive to use, because participants could learn the user interface in a very short time.

From the collected post-test questionnaire, we observed that participants understood how our two interaction modes work intuitively. For measuring intuitiveness, network scanning based approach scored higher with a point of 3.83 from a 5 level Likert scale, followed by camera-based “take-a-picture” approach with comparable 3.67. In the ease of use aspect, more participants preferred network-based approach (4.17) than “take-a-picture” approach (3.17). The results are shown in Fig. 13.

![Fig. 13. Intuitiveness and ease of use scores for two interaction modes.](image)

In the user study, 4 out of 6 participants preferred to use network-based approach with generated menu. This could be explained by the fact that end-users are used to traditional buttons and menu interface. Also discussed in section 2, manual selection requires users to explicitly intervene in selection steps whereas network-based approach is run as a background process. Still, camera-based approach is novel and applicable to a wide range of applications. Other feedbacks reported a number of usability issues. For example GUI buttons in our button were small that the participants had trouble using it. Such comments indicate the needs of carefully designing user interface for our interaction methods and the system.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced mobile device based universal appliance controller system. In designing phase of the prototype, we reviewed various techniques and methods in designing controller system. Then we categorized most common requirements into the three main functions, service discovery, service selection and personalization. We presented an extended architecture of two interchangeable interaction modes with network scanning and camera-based approaches as well as user interface and functional level of personalization.

Through prototype implementations and experiments in smart home test bed, we presented that performance of our system can support real time operation. We also observed from a user study where participants performed given tasks in a comparable time. Also positive responses toward intuitiveness and different preference of two interaction modes are explored. Un-trained participants could complete given tasks as fast as a trained expert in their second attempts by showing more than 30% of reduction in task completion time. Both interaction modes had advantages and disadvantages. By combining them and making users to selectively choose interaction mode we extended the use of our controller system.

Our work has some limitations as comments from our user study participants reveals. First, we found several usability issues and rooms for improvement in GUI design of user interface. Many people complained about the size, and location of buttons which need a professional touch from user interface designers. This would not affect the system
performance directly, but it surely had an impact on how users feel in ease of use and intuitiveness. Therefore we are starting to develop natural view based user interface to tackle this issue [28]. Also current prototype has no structured protective mechanism other than being a passive mobile system. This is one future work area where our prototype can improve. Moreover we will look further into what kinds of interaction modes are effective for different tasks in multiple devices and complex environment.
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